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Problem Sums Practice 

 

1. A bag contained some black and white marbles.  
3

5
  of the marbles 

were black. There were 40 more black marbles than white marbles. 

How many marbles were there in the bag altogether? 

2. Felicia had some ribbon, she gave 
1

3
 m to Valerie and  

2

9
 m to 

Jacqueline. Then she had  
5

9
 m of ribbon left. 

(a) How much more ribbon did Valerie get than Jacqueline? 

(b) How much ribbon did Felicia have at first? 

(Give your answer in the simplest form.) 

3. Leon ran 4 times around a jogging track. He ran a distance of 996 

m. Michael ran 7 times around the same track. How far did Michael 

run? (Give your answer in kilometres and metres.) 

4. The time in New York is 12 hours behind that of Singapore. Mr 

Loong took a 18-hour flight from New York to Singapore. His flight 

departed from New York at 22 35 on Wednesday New York time. 

What was the day and time in Singapore when he arrived? 

5. Alice bought 8.3 l more apple juice than Hilary. When she sold 0.4 l 

of it to Hilary, she still had 4 times as much apple juice as Hilary. 

How much apple juice did Alice have at first? 

6. Richard cut a piece of wire 27.45 m long into 5 equal pieces. He 

then cut one of these pieces into 2 equal pieces. How much shorter 

is the shortest piece of wire than the original piece of wire? 
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7. Richard had 10 kg of prawns. He sold  2
1

4
 kg of the prawns to Mrs 

Chong and  3
3

5
 kg of prawns to Mrs Wong. How many kilograms of 

prawns did he have left? 

8. Kelly spent $178.80 on 7 similar dresses and a pair of jeans. If the 

pair of jeans cost $39.50, what was the cost of each dress? 

9. Jolie collected 531 stamps. Mandy collected 99 fewer stamps than 

Natalie. Jolie collected 200 more stamps than Natalie. How many 

stamps did the 3 girls collect altogether? 

10. Tin A contains 20¢-coins and Tin B contains some 50¢-coins. There 

are 9 more coins in Tin A than in Tin B. The amount of money in 

Tin A is $2.70 less than in Tin B. How many 50¢-coins are there in 

Tin B? 

11. There were 30 children altogether. Each boy spent $16 while each 

girl spent $9. All the girls spent $162 altogether.  

(a) How many girls were there? 

(b) How much did the boys spend altogether? 

12. Belinda and Maxine bought 36 cookies at $1.50 each and 40 

cheesecakes at $6 each. If they shared the cost equally, how much 

must Belinda pay? 

13. Stanley, Charles and Melvin had a total of $2100. The amount that 

Stanley had was thrice as much as Charles, and the amount that 

Melvin had was twice as much as Charles. How much did Stanley 

have? 
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